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A,Ivarez received

’en enthusiastic crowd of approximateIN 100.000 wlecomed It. Cmdr.
Everett Alvarez Jr. at the end of the parade route 1 ou re beautiful and I
love you. Alvarez told the crowd.

Far to go for equality,
charges speaker Abzug

Mike Rtaded

Bella Abzug brimming

By LEE DICKASON
Congresswoman Bella S. Abzug, 0New York, is a big woman. She wears
a wide-brimmed floppy hat, looks
hard-boiled and has a vocabulary to
match. Yet she got her message
across Saturday with warmth,
humor and a definite awareness of
what a growing number of American
women want.
"What we want is what we haven’t
got." she said. "Full equality for
women with men in our social, legal,
economic and political institutions.
We still have a long way to go."
Ms. Abzug spoke before a nearcapacity crowd at Foothill College
Saturday, descending upon what she
calls the "man-made mythsthat cripple us and deprive us ot our rights as
individuals."
"We’re told that women can’t
balance their checkbooks, even
though they do most of the consumer
buying; women are lousy drivers.
though the insurance data indicates
otherwise. We’re told that women are

Work study fund
may be reduced
By ARDIE CLARK
Work study funds will probably be
cut for all departments next fiscal
year, Dean of Student Services
Robert S. Martin said last week.
Martin’s comment was in response
to a request by Harry Wineroth,
Spartan Shops, Inc. manager, that
work study funds for his
organization be increased.
a non-profit
Spartan Shops,
corporation which operates the
Spartan Bookstore and campus food
services, had its work study funds
reduced to $10.000 for this fiscal year
from $25.000 for last year.
Work study funds are part of a
federal grant which pays approximately 40 per cent of a student’s
wages. This enables departments to
hire more personnel, and in turn
provide numerous jobs to students.
Wineroth said that work study
funds are very important for holding
down prices in the bookstore and
food services. To date his only
remedy has been to reduce his
number of employees. He warned
that services such as the free book check in the bookstore may have to be
eliminated in the future.
For next year, Wineroth hoped that
his work study funds could be
restored to $25,000.
Martin responded. "I can promise
that the future does not look very
rosy in this respect. The college had
$1.8 million in work study funds last
fiscal year. That was reduced by the
federal government to roughly
$900,000 for the current fiscal year.
They will be reduced more for the
next fiscal year."
When questioned about the degree
of reductions, Martin said he was
only certain it would be less than the
current $900.000. He said among all

depdrtinents on and off campus,
there are from 400 to 500 that historically participate in the work
study program.
"Each of those has had the samc
thing happen to them that has
happened to Spartan Shops and will
have the same thing happen tothem
once again in the next fiscal year," he
continued. "The people who make the
decision of who gets what are faced
with a horrendous problem."
Martin said maybe it is possible for
Spartan Shops to build a case why it
is more deserving than other
departments. He stressed, however.
that other agencies on campus feel
their functions are as important as
those of Spartan Shops.
Everyone will have an opportunil
to state their case when solicitation
of requests for work study funds go
out, he said.
"Being very candid." Martin said.
everyone
Shopslike
"Spartan
elsewill be very, very fortunate
get even this year’s level of coverage
much less restoration of previous
years’ when we had beaucoup
money."
Martin indicated that Spartan
Shops may have difficulty sustaining
its level of funding. According to
federal guidelines, jobs should be
professionally related to the
student’s professional career. "The
basically manual -labor type jobs in
Spartan Shops would not be considered professionally related." he
said.
Martin said his own department is
in the same situation as all others. "In
student services, we had $80,000 last
year and we got $20,000 of worl.
study money this year. I’m going
right up the wall along with everyone
else."

aliniuny hunters. when in fact
alimony is granted in less than two
per cent of all divorces."
It was to help dispel these manmade myths that Ms. Abzug and over
1.000 other women met last month for
the National Women’s Political
Caucus in Houston, Texas, she said.
She mentioned that the women at
the caucus found a type of inequality
at the hotel where the convention
was held. Women are not allowed to
be paged in the lobby, under the
theory that no decent woman would
ever have any good reason to be
publically paged, Ms. Abzug
claimed.
One of the commitments of the
women at the caucus was further
passage of the equal rights
amendment to the Constitution, now
being considered for ratification by
the states.
The equal rights amendment says
simply. "Equality of rights under the
law shall not be denied or abridged
by the United States or by any state
on account of sex."
Congresswoman Abzug claimed
that today there are more than 33
.11illion women workers in the United
States, 43.8 per cent of the work
force. "Yet they earn only 40 cents for
every dollar earned by a man." she
charged.
Ms. Abzug. believes that women
have made some solid progress
recent
the
through
politically
feminist movement. The net gain of
three women in the House of
Representatives has brought the
number up to 15 out of 435. According to Ms. Abzug, the five new
members of the house are identified
Women’s political
With the
movement.
(Cont. p. 3)

Alvarez celebration
attended by 100,000

Spectrum

this SellIUSIur’s last issue of
Spectrum, a magazine supplement
lii t he Spartan Daily. will be on the
stands Wednesday.
.
Spectrum is put out twice a
semester by
the lournalism
Department’s magazine still I.

Lois Wright, a bookkeeper in the
A.S. Business Office, has been named
her assistant.
King made the appointments at the
A.S. Council meeting last Wednesday.
According to A.S. Treasurer And
McDonald. the A.S. Personnel Board
will be meeting this week, to draft .1
job description of the A.S. manage’
position. No plans for a permanent
replacement have been made.
McDonald represented A.S. Vii
Pres. Rudy Leonardi during t h.
board’s hearings on Watts recently

1.isrd until their prayers are
ns%% ,’ri’d.
"We too have been storming heaven
with our prayers." he said. "And
now, at last. our prayers have been
heard. We can reilliCe dt the peace we
have now."
Also Sunday. Westwood Park. one
and iinc-half acre playground on Los
Padres Boulevard in Santa Clara,
was renamed in Alvarez’s honor.
Mayor Gary Gillmor said he hoped
the joy the park would bring to the
children of Santa Clara would "in
some way make up for the suffering
’tam War."
and harshness ol

Everett Alvarez Jr.
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Farr sees no court test now

Reporter is pessimistic
By BRAD BOLLINGER
William Farr, Los Angeles Times
reporter who recently spent 48 days
in jail for refusing to reveal his news
sources. said Thursday night he is
pessimistic about a probable U.S.
Supreme Court test of his case.

Supreme Court at this time.
Farr’s case is presently before the
Ninth Federal Circuit Court of
Appeals in Los Angles.
Seemingly nostalgic, Farr said he
wished he had stayed a sports
reporter. "I have never heard of a
sports reporter going to jail," Farr
said, "except for drunk driving. lam a
somewhat ordinary guy caught up in
an extraordinary circumstance," Farr
said, concluding his speech.
The celebrity murder story for
which Farr is now famous. alleged
that Charles Manson, a convicted
murderer, and his co-conspirators,
had planned an additional series of
killings. The victims were to be
several famous movie actors and actresses.
After writing that story during the
Manson trial, Farr left reporting to
become press secretary for Los
Angeles District Attorney Joseph

Farr, who was keynote speaker at
the Deadline Dinner sponsored annually by the San Jose State
University chapter of Sigma Delta
Chi.
told 300 journalists the
conservative make-up of the Nixon
court was the reason for his pessimism.
"I think we could win some appeals
in between," Farr said. "but I am not
too optimistic about winning up
there." During a question and answer
period folluwing his speech, Farr
again said. "I am afraid we have a
serious problem on any first
amendment case before the U.S.

Busch. Farr said he believes what has
happened to him would not have
happened if he had not stopped being
a reporter.
Citing what he called "considerable inequity in the position of
the judge." Farr said that before he
wrote the story the judge told him he
could protect his news sources under
California Shield Laws.
It was not until seven months later.
after he had gone to work for the district attorney, Farr said, that the
judge learned he had changed jobs
and then told him he had to answer
questions concerning his sources.
Even though the judge has
contended Farr’s change in jobs had
nothing to do with the proceedings
against him, Farr said "The judge
proceeded absolutely on a premise
that he could force me to answer
because I was no longer a reporter."
(Continued p. 3)

Apartments furnished by ripoffs

Pilferage runs high in Dining Commons
By CRIB WANEK
Have you ever noticed the
similarity
between a friend’s
apartment silverware and dishes,
and those found in the San lose
State University Dining Commons?
According to a two-year Dining

commons employee, "The amount
of dishes taken from the Dining
Commons is astounding. expecially
at the end of the semester when
persons are thinking of moving into
apartment s.**
Frank LaTour. manager of the

Former Watts aide
named A.S. manager
lean Lenart, administrative aide to
resigned A.S. Manager George
Watts, has been confirmed by A.S.
,res. Dennis King as acting manager
for the A.S.

home. At night, before rolling into
mosquito nets and bedrolls he and his
fellow prisoners could only think.
"someday. someday."
Alvarez said he was grateful for
the civil liberties American society
affords. "For us. who were PM s
this is just one of the reasons we arthappy to be home. But we still
recognize a need for unity and
harmony."
U.S. Sen. John V. Tunney said
Alvarez, besides being a determined
individual, is a product of the
American system. "I am very proud
that he represents the very best we
have to offer." Tunney said.
Ot her dignitaries at the banquet included Assemblymen John ’asconcellos. fl -Campbell and Alister
McAlister. D-San Jose. San Jose
Mayor Narman Mineta. State Sen.
Alfred E. Alquist, D-San lose, and
Sunnyvale Mayor Etta S. Albert.
Earlier, at a Mass of Thanksgiving
in the chapel of the Mission Santa
Clara. the Rev. Carl Hayn asked his
congregation. "When we think our
side just. why does not God
intervene?" He said alt hough the way
of God is unknowable. perhaps
and
"suffering
Alvarez’s
perseverance may serve as an example to others who must face
excriciating pain."
Father Hayn, Alvarez’s former
physics professor at SCU. alluded to
the play "Green Pastures." In it, the
patriarchs Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
set up a picket line and petitioned the

By MARTIN WEYBRET
sANTA CLARAChurch bells in
’Mission City" rang out Sunday
in honor of 1.1. Cmdr. Everett Alvarez
Jr., the man held longer by North
Vietanm than any other POW.
Alvarez’s return was marked by a
day-long celebration which included
a park dedication, a two-hour parade.
a special Mass in the Mission Santa
Clara and a banquet at the University
of Santa Clara where he graduated
with an engineering degree.
Approximately 100,000 people
attended the parade, according to
parade marshal Larry N1arsalli. Cool
weather and overcast skies did not
dampen the spirits of the enthusiastic crowd which watched marching
bands, antique cars, beauty queens
and drill teams.
"There have been many changes.
but you people are still the same.
You’re beautiful and I love you."
Alvarez told a crowd which gathered
at the end of the parade route.
"I feel a twinge of soberness," he
said. "when I think of the many
thousands who didn’t come back in
the same condition as’ I did." He
expressed regret for the "many who
are unaccounted for and those who
will never come back."
Al the banquet that night he again
referred to the other victims of the
Vietnam War: "We can never forget
these great men, for that is what they
were."
He recalled his eight and one-half
years in captivity and his thoughts of

Dining Commons patron cleans up

Jim !Mtn?...

Dining Commons, said last week, ’I
can’t give an exact figure for the
small equipment lost due to
pilferage (theft) in the Dining Commons this year. but if it ran around
$1.000 I would say this is a lot."
Small equipment includes dishes,
glassware, utensils, pots and pans.
LaTour said the food service
management this year budgeted
$3,200 for small equipment lost due
and
to breakage, theft
deterioration. Last year [July 1,
1971 to July I. 1972). $3,000 was
allotted for this. However, next
year’s budget has $5,100.
LaTour evaded further questions
on the subject, simply stating. "I am
definitely saying there isn’t a theft
problem in the Dining Commons."
The SIR.) dorm contract (which
all residence hall students are required to sign) states: "No food,
dishes or utensils may be taken
from the building without the
manager’s permission....Violations
of the above terms may result in
revoking of license and lien on your
security deposit."
The aforementioned Dining Commons worker said, "I was a meal
card checker for one and a half
years, and in the mornings I knew
persosn were ripping off with cereal
and bowls, but I couldn’t do
anything about it."
The employee said the dining
commons’ policy dictates that
checkers at the door are not allowed
to search a person without
"probable cause." which means the
checker must actually see a person
stealing food or spying items.
Several residence hall students
confirmed there is a high rate of
theft in the Dining Commons anti
agreed "persons just clean oft
dishes and utensils with a napkin.
then stuff them inside purses.
pockets or jackets."
WIWI’ Green. 19-yearid

Hall resident. said. I sat one go
come in with a briefcase, open it up
and put in plates, glasses and
sik.erw are."
LaTour said if there is a problem
with persons trying to take items
out of the Dining Commons. he
would contact the SISU housing office, which in turn would take appropriate action.
Cordell Koland, SISU housing
director, said. "I have no evident c
there is any theft going on. "11
Dining Commons is completely sei
support i ng.so if there is a problem.
the students are stealing from
themselves.
Commons
Dining
"The
management has never referred
anyone over here about stealing. I’m
really a disciplinary agent and
before I can deal with a problem I
have to know of its existence,"
Koland said.
The majority of residence hall
students who acknowledged a theft
problem said there is "no possible
way" to stop persons from taking
dishes and utensils out of the
Dining Commons.
One Royce Hall resident s,
"It’s human nature to try and
away with it. Stealing presents a
big challenge to certain individuals."
Some students suggested setting
up metal detectors hiring a person
and frisk everyone leaving th.
Dining Commons. However. th, students also said this would in, ,
an additional expense which th,
would have to pay for.
LaDonna Yumori. a West It ,
resident, summed up her view of I!
entire situation. She said."The or
way the Dining Commons
compensate for the amount
money lost due to theft is to dial
the students extra. The kids .,
10 sled! an% %% is
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City candidates will
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present issues tonight
Many people shop for
politicians the same way they
shop for furniturethey decide
on the basis of brand names
alone.
While it may be all right to pick
out a piece of furniture simply
because it is made by a wellknown manufacturer, using this
method when voting for a
politician can be disastrous.
Students will have a chance to
become responsible voters by
attending the San Jose City Council Candidates Night to be held in
the S.U. Loma Prieta Room at 7
tonight.
Attending this event will give
students the opportunity to
observe the candidates and find
out what their views are.
It is better, we believe, to vote
for a candidate after hearing his
views on the issues, rather than
voting blindly.
People who choose a candidate
because they have seen his
billboards up in many places and
remember his name when they
vote are voting blindly.
Politicians who can afford the
expense of advertising their
names extensively before an election are often not the best can-

didates for the job.
At all levels of politics. it is the
wealthy who are successful. Candidates who lack the funds to
make themselves "well-known"
simply do not have a chance.
Yet, many times, these are the
candidates who honestly care
about the problems of the people
they hope to serve.
Many big-spender candidates
use posts at the local government
level as steps to bigger and better
things. They are often not the
ones who are responsive to the
people.
The candidate without much
money, however, often has a
sincere desire to make things
better.
People who want responsive
government will have a choice
April 10 when elections for new
San Jose City Council members
take place.
One can either attend the candidates night and meet the candidates before making a choice, or
one can vote on the basis of
billboards and other kinds of
advertising.
We believe a knowledgable
voter can make a better choice.

Student Polities -

rap,

Student government is corrupt
ill...110111.01

"I think it’s bullshit."
The office of A.S. attorney
general, that is.
Diahnne La’Mothe, holder of
that very office, is more than just
slightly critical of the powers let.
lack of them) that go along with
the post.
Elected last spring in a runoff,
Miss La’Mothe, a senior
Sociology major, has done absolutely nothing since she was
installed as attorney general.
But listen to why she hasn’t.

George Beds.
"My duties have been
demolished, cut, limited," she
declared. "All I am is a referral reiterated. "There’s nothing to
agent. I refer students with ques- bring (to Judiciary) because they
tions to different people and com- all go somewhere else."
mittees."
Actually, Miss La’Mot he
Theoretically, the attorney contends, even if there were
general is supposed to bring cases cases, the Judiciary would have
to the A.S. Judiciary and keep little to do anyway.
records of that body’s
"They’ve been stripped of all
proceedings, as well as those of their powers, too," she asserted.
A.S. Council.
"They have little to do but
"All I’ve been doing is guiding interpret the acts.
La*Mothe
people,"
Miss
"Student government is puppet
anyway, so why not have a
puppet Judiciary?" she asked.
"I don’t feel there’s any hope for
my office unless the salary and
powers are restored," she continued.
"Only the executives get paid
and I don’t even have a budget,"
she said. "Who’s gonna help me
for nothing? Nobody’s gonna
volunteer."
The A.S. president receives a
$3,000 scholarship for his term of
office. The A.S. vice president
and A.S. treasurer each receive
$2,400. The attorney general
receives nothing.
What has she learned about
student government during her
term of office?
"It’s corrupt as hell," she blurted without a moment’s hesitation.
"There’s a lot of back-biting
and smiling faces and cliques,"
she asserted. "Only the people
who know each other know
what’s going on. Nobody
volunteers anything they don’t
want known."
"I could dig me, or someone else
as honest, cleaning up
government," she declared. "If it’s
corrupt here (on campus), it’s
corrupt everywhere."

U.S. props Thieu regime
On March 31. President Thieu
will meet with President Nixon in
the Western White House in San
Clemente. There they will discuss what can be done to prop up
Thieu’s feeble regime.
As we all know, President
Thieu is the man who insulted our
intelligence with his 1972 "one
man elections." Since then, he has
outlawed all local elections,
severely limited the press
(closing those papers who opposed him), and has used his dictatorial powers to arrest tens of
thousands of Vietnamese patriots
and students. There is now
believed to be between 200,000 to
300,000 political prisoners inside
Thieu’s jails. Since the peace
agreement calls for the exchange
of political prisoners. Thieu has
deceitfully changed many of the
prisoners’ status to an ordinary
common criminal status, and
therefore they are not eligible for
release or exchange.
"I must complain that our
government has allowed us to enjoy too much democracy too
soon."
Nguyen Van Thieu 1972
Thieu’s power is non-existent
without U.S. support. Even
Nguyen Cao Ky (remember him?)
said in 1967 that the Saigon
government would collapse in
three days without the support of

Gregory

Ford

the U.S. Still today, in 1973, our
tax dollars continue to go to prop
up this fascist puppet who,
without our money, would have
disappeared from any political
position years ago.
On April 2, in San Francisco, a
coalition of groups is planning a
rally at 10 a.m. at the Federal
Building where short speeches
about Thieu will be heard, and
then a picket line at the Saigon
Consulate. There the following
demands will be presented:
1) That the Nixon and Thieu
administrations abide by the
peace agreement.
2) That Nixon stop all aid to
Thieu, and that all political
prisoners held by Saigon be
released.
3) That the U.S. recognize the
Provisional
Revolutionary
Government of South Vietnam.
4) That the U.S. government
rebuild Vietnam, not at the
expense of social programs in the
U.S.
5) Amnesty for draft resisters
and evaders.
The Radical Student Union
believes that students at SJSU
should feel insulted enough by
Thieu’s anti -democratic policies
to make themselves heard in San
Francisco on April 2.
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Wounded Knee - Indians need allies
M

----

The Indian people have taken a
very. serious step at Wounded
Knee. They have declared a
separate nation state. Like the
heroic people of Vietnam, they
are proving that it can be done.
But in the struggle of the Indian
people for self-determination, the
masses of non-Indian people area
vital and absolutely necessary
ally. The history of the U.S.
governinent proves that they
would not hesitate to finish, once
and for all, their program of
genocide on the Native American
people, if they weren’t afraid of
the reaction it would provoke.
Why guns? Many people support the action at Wounded Knee
but are bothered by the Indians

----- Lee Bit Inge r

We don’t support our brothers
being armed. With Nixon and his
gangsters loose, people can only and sisters at Wounded Knee out
control their lives by taking ap- of guilt or pity; we support them
propriate action and defending it for taking action against our comby any means necessary. At mon enemy, U.S. imperialism and
Wounded Knee in 1890, the In- its puppets like Nixon and the
dians laid down their arms and Bureau of Indian Affairs.
they were slaughtered by the
same government that is asking
Venceremos whole-heartedly
them to lay down their arms
supports the Indians at Wounded
again.
The Indians at Wounded Knee Knee and all other people
are serious; they are prepared to struggling for self-determination.
die to win their rights as people. It , We urge everyone to show their
is up to us to make sure that 1) the support by all available means
Indians win those rights and 2) (calls, letters, supplies, money,
they do not have to die to do it. We demonstrations, talking to your
can only accomplish those things friends, setting up support
by putting massive pressure on groups) and by any means necesthe government.
sary.

Letters to the Editor

ItSJS potential
Last March 22, valether it
took place or not, there was to be
a meeting of the Communications Board that was to
decide the fate of KSJS.
I have been working at KSJSFM since September 1970 and
until this past semester. I have
never had any administrative
guidance or aid that would
benefit and perpetuate the standard of KSIS broadcasting. I
still haven’t heard of any.
Instead, since this semester
there have been more threats
made to jeopardize the station.
I would like to clear up some
confusing facts about the
situation that KSJS is in. First
t he McCann report, a special
study on KSJS which aids the
cause of Dr. Bunzel and his Administrative Foils, i.e. Dean
Benedict of Academic Planning
stated that we (the students at
the station) for some strange
reason or other, are unable to
rope with the problems of KSIS.
[he stupidity of this statement
is due to the fact that nobody
from the hierarchy of the ad-

ministration has ever taken the
time to visit us at work or off!
Secondly, KSJS has always
had a problem with funding.
Now the most recent excuse is
that we are not an instructional
station. It is obvious that these
officials who created such
irresponsible malarky have
never gotten a look at our
programming which includes
such top-quality programs as
"Men and Ideas," "Pacifica
Foundation Presents" and
"Public
Report -Consumer
News." Since 1963, when KSIS
first began broadcasting it was
educational. Now it is a public
radio station. On top of that,
now the administration wants
us to become instructional.
Finally, why if the administration says it is for KSIS
that there is "big" talk about not
funding the station and even
closing it down. We have been in
the process of setting up
instructional
programs,
bolstering other program
materials, servicing out
equipment, increasing the
hours, and raising the amount of
power we have so that the
station can be picked up at a
much larger distance from the
campus area.

However, KSJS remains to the
administration as a thorn in
their side. What it comes right
down to is the basic fact that
either we are going to be funded
or we are going to be closed
down! I sincerely hope that the
Communications Board will act
favorably by understanding the
potential that KSJS has, and by
reviewing what the station can,
and in fact, does.
John Cali

Dancer’s pleasure
Editor:
In response to Mr. Whipple’s
complaint of March 23 about the
"over energetic group of folk dancers," if he doesn’t like the
Student Union’s food, or its
architectural properties, or the
atmosphere, or student activities that take place there,
then why on such a beautiful
day wasn’t he enjoying food
more pleasant to his liking in a
quieter spot?
,There is lots of lawn and a
barbecue area all much quieter
and picturesque. I might suggest
that rather than complaining he
might try to find out why folk

dancers are over-energetic. It
could be they are enjoying
themselves.
Mike Lidster

BBC color film
Editor:
My thanks to the A.S. for
bringing the beautiful BBC color
film, "The story of Carl Jung,"
and thanks also to the Institute
Human -Potential
of
Psychology.
What a pity that our own
Psychology Department is so far
behind private institutions in
the U.S. and behind the
Universities of Europe in the
teaching of Jungian psychology.
Surely they are being surpassed
by other fields of science who
cannot find the rationale to
remain in the Victorian Age of
their discoveries. Of course,
Freud had his place in the beginnings of the psychological discipline and as such was great.
But no science stands still at its
beginnings. The search goes on
for additional knowledge.
Such scientific giants as
Einstein and Wernher von
Braun would agree with Jung
that man is more than a set of
behavioristic patterns based on

If the advice of this "staff
comment" is heeded, this would
be the last of the "staff
comments" in the Spartan Daily.
"Staff comments" are no more
than opinions expressed by
members of the Spartan Daily
staff, just as "letters to the editor"
voice the viewpoints of nonstaffers.
The "staff comment" label
caused
considerable
misunderstanding among a group
of minority people this semster,
who thought a particular "staff
comment" represented the
opinion of the entire Daily staff.
If this "staff comment" had
appeared as a "letter to the
editor," there would have been
less confusion over the matter.
As a reporter, I am not above
anybody in expressing my
opinion, and shouldn’t rate any
special space on the editorial
page to do so.
I have never seen the label
"staff comment" in any wellknown professional newspaper.
The proposal to change "staff
comments" to "letters to the
editor" was voted down by a majority of the editorial board.
I urge them to reconsider.
Jack Dickinson

Ups and downs
Can you remember the first escalator you ever rode? I was six,
from a small town, when I was
first taken to a department store
in San Francisco.
An escalator was a creation as
modern as tomorrow. Someday, I
thought, all stairways will be like
this. It was the newest thing
imaginable. But look what’s
happened.
Monday was a worn-out day (it
rained...again). While waiting for
a worn-out bus downtown. I
noticed Penney’s. This old store
(apparently worn out) has been
replaced by one in the new,
modern as tomorrow, Eastridge
Center. A closeout sale is in
progress. I checked out the prices;
inside I saw (alas) a worn out escalator.
Martin Weybret
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his sexual impulses, important
as they may be. Speak to any astronaut who has gone into space
and he has had a mystical
experience and can attest to the
wholeness of man, as a physical,
mental and spiritual being.
Valentina Halderman

Chicano definition
In the past few days we have
been worried about the word
"Chicano." It has been defined in
various ways. It has also been
attacked in various ways.
When my father heard the
word in a meeting in 1969, he
explanation.
an
demanded
Making me sink into the chair
with embarrassment because I
didn’t understand his reaction,
very seriously he said, "The
work is not found in the dictionary. The word gives a bad
connotation. Furthermore, I am
not a Chicano. but a plain
Mexican -American fighting for
my rights as a United States
citizen."
To me, what my father said
makes sense. We should not be
concerned about what we call

each other, but rather the actions we commit.
Cesar Chavez said the same
words by father said. Look what
Chavez accomplished. He has
united Mexicans, Filipinos and
Anglos into a union of farm
workers. They have fought
united along with Chavez, and
won something they had before.
If Cesar Chavez had been
concerned about what to call
himself and his movement, he
would never have succeeded.
Before the Independence of
the United States, colonists of
England were fighting as
English
citizens.
They
succeeded in making a great
United States because they
agreed on their actions, not the
name of their movement.
I will remind you, that as long
as you are concerned with what
to call yourselves you will only
move an inch. But, as long as we
are united, we will move miles.
Whatever we call ourselves:
Mexican -American.
Chicano,
Brown, etc.we are still buds
from one big plant. And, as such,
we should be united to fight
alongside instead of fighting
among ourselves.
Nidio Roque Guerra

Warr

News Review

Council slot
cutoff nears

POW release
mends Viet pact
By STEVE TERIO
Compiled from The Associated Press
SAIGON -The PM het Lao has removed the last maior hurdle
to U.S. presence in Vietnam by agreeing to the release of nine
American prisoners held in Laos. The prisoners will be released
Wednesday.
According to U.S. officials in Seinen, the terms of the
agreement were made in Vientiane. the Laotian capitol, in secret
meetings with the Pathet Lao.
North Vietnamese officials have announced that remaining
American prisoners will be released in groups with the final
group being released Thursday.
The U.S. has agreed to remove more than 5.000 of its remaining
forces in
Vietnam on Tuesday. Wednesday. and Thursday.
coinciding with release of the prisoners.
Presidential press secretary Ron Ziegler said Pres. Nixon has
given his approval to the joint Military Commission’s agreement.
The joint Military Commission, which under terms of the Paris
agreement was set to expire Wednesday, will end its work after
the last American prisprwrs an r1,11,.1,p,1.1i1.1.111.,rtht last I’tops
have left.

Elections are slated for the
Academic Council, a faculty student board advising Pres.
John H. Bunzel.
Deadline for nomination
petitions is Wednesday at 4
p.m. Petitions may be obtained
in the office of the Academic
Council, Engineering 302.
Candidates will be chosen
from each department listed
below.
Three 3 -year terms are
available in Humanities and
the Arts.
Two 3 -year terms are each
available in both Education
and Applied Sciences.
University Services and the

School of Science will each
have a single 3 -year term open.
No positions are open in
Business. Engineering and
School of Social Science.
Ballots will be distributed
on Wednesday. April 4 and
will close at 4 p.m.. the
following Wednesday. April
11.
Ballots will be returned to
the Academic Council office
by 9 a.m. Thursday. April 12.
Further information may be
obtained from Theodore Zanily. chairman of the election
committee, ext. 72491 or the
Academic Council office. ext.
72471.

Hernandez seeks council slot
John Hernandez. 37, a 1970
graduate of San lose State
University in Penology, is
seeking the San lose City
Council seat being vacated by
Waller Hays.

half -way houses in SISU area,
if elected. He believes the
council is "putting you on"
when they say there are no
alternative locations in San

A resident of San lose since
1952. Hernandez says he
"knew the city when it was
nice, but those days will never
come back."
He thinks the downtown
section of San lose should
become primarily a business
section. its potential as a shopping district having already
been destroyed.
Hernandez also said he
would quit issuing permits for

Reporter not optimistic’
with the judge’s right to can
trol proceedings in a criminal
trial.
"rhere is a certain validity
to that possibility." Farr said.
but I feel that one of the
greater factors of injustice in
my case is that on the day I did
the story. I had the reasonable
reliance that section 1070 (the
shield law) protected me. But
the fact that 18 months later on
justice
some
appeal
reinterpreted section 1070
would have been beyond my
conscience."
Farr indicated his celebrity

murder story could not, have
interfered with the Manson
trial because of the sequestered jury.
The argument that he had no
way of knowing the shield law
would be reinterpreted after
he did the story will be used on
appeal to the U.S. Supreme
Court, according to Farr.
Contending his story was
only general news. Farr said
his case does not concern the
first amendment. He said
stories about governmental
corruption
and
organized
crime better fit the category.

Virginia conference

for foreign students
Foreign graduate students.
returning home before the
fall
of
next
beginning
semester. are eligible to attend
the 17th convocation of the
International
Williamsburg
Assembly in Virginia lone 3-8.
The conference will discuss
"Changing Values: America in

the World Scene." and will
offer students an opportunity
to compare their impressions
of the U.S. with peers from
other countries.
It is designed as a terminal
80
about
experience for
homeward bound students in
advanced studies.

Deadline for applications is
Saturday and a limited
number of travel grants are
available. Delegates will be
guests of the Foundation for
housing and meals during the
conference period.
For more information, call
the Foreign Student Adviser’s
Office.

Speaking
philosophically
about the reporter’s privelege
to protect his sources. Farr
said such a privilege is more in
the interest of the public than
the media.
"The reporter’s privilege is
not for the purpose of establishing a special favor,"
Farr said. "But so that we (the
media) can better serve the
public’s right to know."
Farr called upon the press to
improve its performance, to
try and establish a better
working relationship with the
government and to rally
behind the broadcast media in
its fight against news snores
Sion.
Emphasizing the press must
continue to act as the
surrogate between the people
and government. Farr said,
"you (reporters)
ers ) shouldn’t
have to worry about going to
jail for doing your job."
Before Farr’s speech, three
scholarships were awarded.
Bill Paterson, a Spartan Daily
investigative reporter, was
given the Sigma Delta Chi
award for an investigative
story he did dealing with the
massive law suits arising out
of faulty table tops installed in
the newly built Duncan Hall.
But Paterson donated his
$50 check lathe establishment

’Equality for women is far off’
says Congresswomen Abzug
(Continued from p.
"And the quality of women
legislators is changing from
stand-ins for men to stand -ups
for women’s rights," she
added.
New
York
The
Congresswoman
disagrees
with many of the cutbacks and
national priorities advanced
liv the Nixon administration.

especially in child care and
social security.
"A government that gives
one tax break after another to
the super -rich and that
preaches to us about the ’work
ethic’ is telling a working
mother that if she earns any
wage above a bare subsistence. she is too rich and
cannot send her youngster to a

.4

Spartaguide
Today
Film Series: Part six of Kenneth Clerk’s
lilm aeries will be nhown
in Morns Dailey Auditorium at 11.311
m.. and at 2:30 and 7:30 p.m.
Candidates forum The 30 candidates for
the San lome (Sit v Council will apeak at 7
p m in the S.11. Salina..
SISU Department of Materareloay will
sponsor a Nemo. on natoinal en.
vironmenl in Oli 515 at 3:15 p.m. 1;11eSt
speaker will be lack Bottoms, dire. tor
the Motional Environmental Satellite
Service Station in Redwood City
S.A.M. will meet at the Bold Knight res.
laurant at 709 N. Malhilda Ave. In Sunnyvale at 7 p.m
A meths tontines featuring a guest
speaker will he held in Home Eriinowlrs
Room 5 at 930 a.m.
SISU Campus Crmode for ChHst will
meet at the hrst Methoilmt Church. Filth
and Santa Clara streets. at 7:30 p.m.
laird Effort Coffee Home will hold
avollitons this yyentne
Wednesday
RfStJ Sim. Club will meet at 730 p.m.
in the lit I Ca la vyras Room. Ilveryone Is
welcome
foist Effort Coffee Home will host a
spaghetti lad Irian 0 in 8 p.m. All you
on eat for 75 cent, Music will be
provided In a rnck group led by Crell
Harris from It tii It p
Bleed Donettene: The American Red
Leo, Blood Drive will he on the S.D.
Lorne Prieto Room from 8 a.m until
p.m. Everyone is welcome.
Book Talk: Proles., I. large Clot De
Alva .’
Plitiosnphs Department wit,
lo
pmi.
.. I abyriniti it

Octavio Pan in the Spartan Cafeteria
Room A at 12:30 p.m.
Speaker: Ur, Eugene Bianchi of the
pat Santa Clara will speak in
I
the tilt. 1 lmunhum Room at 12:30 p.m.
Biology Seminar: Dr. Frances lames ol
thy National Science Foundation will
speak in OH 135 al 1:30 p.m.
Concert: ’(he SI mg Ensemble, under the
direction at Lauren [whey, will appear in
concert in Concert Hall at 8:15 p.m. Admission is free.
Wedneeday Cinema presents They
Shoot Horses Don’t They?" in Morris
Dailey Auddonum at 3:30 and 7:30 p.m.
Atimtssion s§ 59 cents.
Tbureday
Eashidp Expeeitien: "University on
Parade." a four -day expoeltion
spnllighling various 51511 departments.
sallies and grnops. will open at Coal.
nub’Shopping :enter and remain open
through Sunda..
Recital: Dons and Patrick Meierotto will
present a rental of duo-piano in Concert
lot t1:15 p.m. Admission la free.
Inlet Effort Coffee Nome presents
-Swamps..." a rock hand. in concert
Irorn It to It is ni Ad11111151011 if 73 cents.
MU Ski dab will meet In the S.II.
I Imunhom Room at 7:30 p.m.
’Me Aria Wm." is the subject of
’1 horaday’s seminar in the SAL
Uniunhurn Room at irso pin. Guest
speaker will be NancySadkanitheb1911
Deportment of History.
Ch.M. Olds el lb* lbey...Whn played the
role roles in Ihe following lilme?
iyoriatrir 110351. "Anthony Adverse:’
Haling.," and "Anna Karenina.

STUDENTS NEED YOUR CAR
SERVICED OR REPAIRED?
LEAVE IT AT SILVA TEXACO
WHILE YOU ARE IN CLASS
131NE

SILVA

TIRES
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_car.
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subsidized day care center,..
she said.
Ms. Abzug’s speech was
sponsored by South Bay
chapters of the National
Organization for Women
[NOW). NOW is working in
conjunction with Ms. Abzug
and women all over the country to establish April 10 as
Working Mother’s Day to fight
the Nixon administration’s
new regulations. Working
mothers are encouraged to
"bring their children to work
with them on that day to show
what happends when no day
care centers are available,"
said Ms. Abzug.
She feels President Nixon is
seeking and gathering
extraordinary
powers
far
beyond those granted by the
Constitution. and in doing so
is neglecting the needs of
ordinary Americans. "I believe
his objective is to bring us
1984 by 1978...to saddle us
with a legacy of one-man rule
and possible one-party conrol." she said

Ms. Abzug described the
mood of the Congress as "very
angry." "Whether it will maintain that fighting mood right
down to the finish and force
President Nixon to back down
depends ultimately on how
angry the people get, and on
the kind of political leadership
they receive from those who
oppose Nixon," she said.
She believes the effects of
the Nixon budget cuts are no
tar-reaching that a national
coalition can be used to fight
his policies. "A coalition...in
the cities, the suburbs, the
countryside among the middle-class, the poor, among
Whites. Blacks and Chicanos.
Women working politically
can help change the nation’s
priorities at this crucial time
in our history, Ms. Abzug
claimed. Quoting feminist
leader Gloria Steinem, the
congresswoman said. "It is
not that women are innately
superior to men. but they have
had so little opportunity to hi
corrupted by power."
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SAN CARLOS

of a Debra Hurt Memorial
Scholarship. Miss Hurt, a
former member of the Spartan
Daily staff was killed recently
in an auto accident.
Murray Schohot, a junior in
radio-television journalism.
was the recipient of the 8100
Gould-SDX Scholarship and
Susan Fagalde. a junior in
newspaper journalism was
awarded the $100 Oscar Liden
scholarship. Mrs. Pat !Mien
presented that award

S.A.

lose.
A personnel manager tor
Levi Strauss. Hernandez plans
to fund and run his campaign
on his own. Of the other candidates he says "they talk
about ecology and then turn
around and stick their posters
on fences, poles and trees, it’s a
mess." He says that his signs
will be found only in store
windows.
Hernandez has been active
with younger groups for quite
some time. He has been
arranging field trips for
children who are deprived of
the experience because of split
sessions and other educational
drawbacks.
A major point in his campaign, against the 19 other
candidates running for the
open seat, is the problem with
San (one’s
"haphazard
growth." He thinks the council’s actions should revolve
around the city manager and

his stall.
Hernandez is a member id
the Board of Directors of the
Regional
criminal
justice
Commission, the Santa Clara
County United Fund, the San
lose Police Athletic League
and the Eastside Youth
Service Bureau.
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HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM
Fiction, Travel, Biography, Children’s Books, Religion. Music, Art
Get these new books at Bargain Price NOW .e Son lose Book
Shop. COME EARLY FOR A GOOD CHOICE.

That special color
you’ve been looking for
Is probably on one of
our shelves. Stop in
And browse around. We
carry a complete selection of the finest artists’
materials in town.

etc.

Smart discusses
projects, funding
Dr. jack Smart, deputy dean.
division of new projects, from
the chancellor’s office will be
on campus today.
Dr. Smart will discuss project procedures and funding at
the 11 a.m. meeting in Eng.
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SJSU graduate

Blames conservative court

(Continued from page one)
At that time, October 1970,
shield laws did not protect the
reporter’s privilege to protect
sources after he left the media.
Since then the state
legislature, as a result of the
Farr case, amended the law to
protect the reporter even after
he leaves the media.
Farr has been convicted on
13 counts of contempt based
on 13 questions he refused to
answer regarding his sources.
The basis of his conviction is
that the shield law in unconstitutional if it interferes

27
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND APPLICATIONS
CALL. WRITE OR DROP IN AT

SPARTAN TRAVEL -MART
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211 SOUTH 9TH STREET SAN JOSE CALIF

Phone 287-2070
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Prof sees art need
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Attire was no !loll 17.11flerS or
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clisord or aiminhlflhl y this
his
recell.ed
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nasters degree in Si ulpt DTP 41
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Ill
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urns’1
%irk "A child growing up in
New York.- he believes. "has
the opportunity to Visit some
ot the hoist museums in the
world. but San lose, although
inl% one houfsdriyetrorn San
risncisto. ( an not idler it’s
\ outh such an alternative. The market for art is New
ork. In coMparistm to art ID
and that in New
irk McCoy lebb lids that it
not onlY completely dill erelil
lieLaUst. the ens ironnient is So
-Since art 1st s .1 re L once]. ned

us it. art in California they
but other than

how man’. la V men knots
what’s happening in tle
I leaf." hr questioned.
"Because students at SISI
don’t get that expueure, I show
slides to ITIV Studio classes NU
they can see what’s happening
said
them.around
McCayleb b.
McCaylebb was also a
teaching assistant at Cornell
and observed. "the students
there know a lot more about
art because of their enirimment."
lie feels an art instructor
should structure his classes so
people can learn from each
tither and can be "inventive.
innovative and imaginative."
contending "that’s what an
artist has to be."
McCaylebb is inquiring
about using the Civic Art
Gallery’s vacant space temporarily lor art purposes.
-Art is like an underground
experience in San lose and I’d
like to help students have
more access to it." he stated.
instructor
young
The
sincerely doesn’t think that
%indents lake advantage of

Entertaining reading
IT7IS 14771

Comedy and marriage
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Want to
paint
bodies?
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McCay ebb sees art lack in San Jose
their profess() s as much as
they could. "S orients choose
classes by the name of the
class." he said. "instead they
should choose classes by
who’s teaching.
"When a person enjoys his
tield of study then it shouldn’t
require any amount of discipline," contending that "to a

teacher, teaching should he a
pleasure and not a chore."
McCaylebb feels an artist
must see everything visually
and understand the importance of it.
He tries to emphasis this in
his beginning sculpture and
two design classes in hopes to
make the st Utlent 1.0111e coil
ahead.

mit iLe and I

will feature about 20
ethnographic regions. For in781-78 ci
torin,,th
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STAR MOTORS
Sari

Men and Ideas
8:00-9:00 p.m.

Pacific
Foundation
Presents-Tom Wicker, N.Y.
political columnist,
also, Poesia Nahuatl -Aztec
poetry
Times

9:00-9:30 p.m.
Classical Music
9:30-9:35 p.m.
Spectrum News
9:35-9:40 p.m.

Public
News

STUDENT
SERVICES
WEST INC.
THE BEST
WAY OUT
OF SAN
JOSE.

Where’s the catch? There isn’t any. We’ll
give you all the information you want for

For Free Student
Travel Information

n BOOK

free. That’s right -just for the asking,
we’ll rush you all the facts. No cost why
pay more write us today
D. Larson Holmes and Assoc
2995 Moorpark Ave.

Call 287-8301 or
stop by 235 East Santa
Clara. Suite 710, San
Jose. A student owned
and operated service.

STORE

Student
Services
West, Inc.

286-0930

330S. 10th St.

San Jose Calif. 95122

Present Student Body Card For Discount

Report -Consumer

contend with.

BOOK SALE
is on

AGE: 25: $12.16

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS

and

7:00-7:05 p.m.
Entertainment Calendar
7:30-7:35 p.m.
Spectrum News
7:35-8:00 p.m.

OUR

NOW
LIFE INSURANCE

10%

the puhlic.

Wrimanto-Womiin
S::1111- 5,35 p.m.
Spartan Spectrum
5:35-5:40 p.m.
Spectrum News
51:011-8:05 p.m.
Cooking with Betty
Elsie
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Theater. The concert
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bachelor’s point it ... is. He
uses an effective technique
twice in the book to described
visions the bachelor had. The
reader feels the vision was real
at the time he described it.
only to find a couple of pages
later that what Clement described had not actually
happened.
The first vision occurred
just before the divorcee was
due for a visit at the bachelor’s
apartment for the first time.
The bachelor enjoyed a fantasy
wherein the divorcee
came to the door with a bloody
dagger in her hand after killing
her three children.
He continued to fantasize
that she slipped out of her
gown and flung herself into his
arms. Al that moment, the
author turns back to reality,
and the divorcee actually does
come to the door.
Although fiction. Clement’s
book is true-to-life in many
is belieyable.
ways. It
especially to married fle
divorced people who have
children, pets or ex -spouses to

IT’S STOPPED

and Douglas McCracken.

larkri

Clark
is shown weekly at 1:30 a.m.,
2:30 p.m.. and 7:30 p.m. on
Tuesdays in Morris Dailey.
Today. "The Light of
Experience" will be shown.
exploring
the arts of
seventeenth -century Holland.
Rembrandt, Hats. Vermeer
and the philosophy of Descartes.
Admission is free and is

1111111111 bMill’S

The ensemble will play the "Concerto Grosso in G minor. h,
;eriniani. "Suite or Horns and Strings" by Telemann and the
"Brandenburg Concerto No. 4 in C Major" by j.S. Bach.
Soloists will include David Newbert, jakey. Jim Butterfield

appear April I at 7:30 p.m. in

the

narrated lit. Sir Kenneth

Ensemble to perform

Eighty -live dancers, singers
.auf musicians in the Antall
folk tinsemble is it pertorm at
the Zellerliach Atiditiorzum in
Berkeley. March 31 al It p.m.

trill

Art films
continue

Ii a friend
Paint you’.
Wednesday. March 28 in the
Student Union outdoor pit
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Body painting and a communal mural will be at the disousel of any students
interested. It will be sponsored by Co-Rec.
There will be judging. Prizes
will be given to the most

I lie San lose Slate LaiverstIN SI Aim En5ftilline, conducted by
Lauren lakey, will perform tomorrow night in theConcert Hall at
It 15. Admission is free.

Aman dance troupe

play of the same name by
Melville Shavelson and Danny
Arnold.
Clement’s comedy is a story
of how love conquers after all.
A woman -hating, dog -haling
bachelor finds himself attracted to a divorcee who has
three children and a dog.
All kinds of problems arise
when they fall in love and
decide to marry.
The author writes in the

With all the serious and
around
books
depressing
these days on pollution,
politics and over-population.
it’s nice to pick up a book occasionally and simply read for
entertainment.
And entertainment is just
what "The War Between Men
supplies.
Women.’
and
Written by Henry Clement. the
book is based on the screen -

111’14. lointrir l’IriVs Kock
5-55-5:31) p.m.

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SHAKLEE.
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915
oupplerrients ;Instant Protein
v.. C Vita E Calcium etc
Horne Cleaners 1Basic H L etc I
Beauty Ards IProteinized Shampoo etc 1
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3866
LOVE YOUR BOSS
With SHAKLEE you are your own boss
No Quotas
No Rams
No Pressure
Our incentives are amble
Every distributor has ditterent goals 8
Itherent approaches Tne tact tnat our
natural products really are the finest iS
reflected in our
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth
These figures Ltroi
BLOW YOUR MIND
Please make comparisons
We win ask MI 10 00 a little ieseercn
before we let you sponsor in
JOHN & MARY
466 SO 51h a2
297-3866
GUYS AND GALS’
Join a coilege-age BALLET class at
Eufrazia School of Ballet Basic technique tor beginning dancers Small
CiaSses -individual attention Beverly
Eufrazia rii art I DireCeii 241-1300
GOT A PROBLEM OR A QUESTION/
so neit
in me Spartan
iHs
(77-3181
TALENTED SONGWRITERS
wanted by
292-2222
programs here on cam ’110 t Bitch apply br the
el A ppi y in the A S offiCe
HAY FEVER i Mar Apr Mey21 in tat 12
days .ht your season get free elle and
512-22 for drug study TA VIST 321-4412

FRIDAY FLICKS ’ISOTCH STARRING
WALTER MATTHAu MAR 30 7610PM
MOOR IS DAILEY AUD 504 ADM
PSYCHODRAMA MARATHON a
oersonai Growth experience Come & oet
ri touch with yourself Smilax’ midniord
March 30 to noon Sunday Special
student rates Ruistration necessary
&Jan 326-6137 afternoons 401 Florence
Palo Alto
METAMORPHOSIS It. unm death to
,rnano show March 10 A 11 711
Pm H. ,/ nalno. Boom 141 Free
MONDAY CINEMA "BATTLE OF
ALGIERS- DIR BY PONTECORVO.
APRIL 2 310 6 730 PM M D
AUDITORIUM 500
_
.
DRAMA ’mom Son Oocorin tip Fli-rnns
Ties An, 3 in Ballroom 12 norm vie
Artm Workshon after thy olny

AUTOMOTIVE
’62 VW -REBOIL-T-endne NEWtires Best
siTter 293.1987 or 277-34413
le TR-250 PI VW Carol:wren S 9th *27
r., leave note BX 289 Bldg 0 thlaw
r SIR SALE: Honda 250 Excellent 5200
i413
12

HONDA CS En cond to miles,
rack back rest tune-up. new
Pon treceiptst S525 225-2885

MAHRIED COUPLE
iii

Wanted
Must OP

to manage
capabse of

65 PONT. LE MANS 326, Hurst 4-speed
New brakes water pump II timing gear
56103 277-8822 or 296-5563

i’iJO

JOBS IN ALASKA" Beebe, now This
.andbook covers ail beide summer and
Leer opportunities Plan YOUR .405.,loyal $3 00 JIA Box 1585 Anchorage. AK
99610
FM! MOVING BOSSES WOOD
PALLETS
Courtesy of
BOD EGA ESPANA
Wines Swine making
1040 N
NATURAL FOOD STORE PRESENTS
SPROUT S AVOCADO SANDWICHES
354. also MANY OTHER TYPES
Also MASSAGE
SANDWICHES
WHIRLPOOL II STEAMBATH by ape
125 East San Salvador St
SJSU RP-ist-AN CLiJII presents ANNA
KAHENINA an impressive Russian him
dram. at SJSU Sunday 7 PM, March 25
197,1 JC 141, $1 admisston
WED. CINEMA "THEY SHOOT
HORSES" iJANE FONDA wed Mar
28, 3 305 7 30 PM MD Auditorium. 508
FLEETWOOD MAC TICKETS on sale
now in the A 5 B 0 April 11 8 Pm men e
gym One show only -2 400 seals $21.0
students CIA S Card $350 general
burly.

’611 PONT. FIREBIRD 350, AT. PEI. PS.
wide oval polygless tires, sport wheel
covers St 500/5e51 otter 253-1483 aft. 3
PM
15 FORD FAIRLANE Perfect Snob $TK
53/5 Also El CHEVY WON Good shape
5100 Call 275-9105
’64 MOB. Good condition MOO/offer
193.13/i evenings
64 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN, auto trans
H 6 H air cond. disc brakes good concl
201675 alter 6 pet
69 MUSTANG 3112 VR3 un Irene Phu.
steering 6 ply Olim betted rues Shine
steel rims excellent eon ditinn Si sin nr
make otter

SUPER JEEP 1069 177 C.nryetionnnno
reader., chrome rime roll rage 4 -Wheel
Inyo 5195n ’rifler 7139-17195
117 OPEL WAGON. aunt Fond ’,nine like
new Complete lane set.iin S761) Ai Cr)
69 YAMAHA he new 6385 risli Varner.
7183.9182 715 5 12th St 54

FOR SALE
. _
THE LOST FLEA MARKET, 50 variety
shops -1940 S lit St Ph 203-2323
Open We thru Sun 8-4 30 & 5-5 30 Free
perking A admuion Thousands of
useful items entiques 8 collectable
SKIS & BOOTS-Head Standards xriscm
eibind.nes 555 Leather buckle boots
11-510 Ion campus) cell 277-8233

SU.

A MIL-L-11391 ITSE171-15030KS.
priCel and magazines Neat oi,1
pookstore largest in Santa Clara Valley
since 1928 Woodrutl & Triush Twice
Rea books. 81 E San Fernando btwn
210* 3rd 1030-S 30 10% off with thine
SAVE THIS AD: Before you purchase
costly stereo equip retail check WOJS for
discount prices to SJS students Ion all
your needs, We guarantee the lowest
prices loin. Bary Area on such nemeses
Seam Pioneer, Marano, Teac. Dual,
etc Call us for weekly specials tool 292‘1
252-2028
BLACKLITE POSTERS 51.50. PATCHES
759 8 UP INCENSE 25-294 PIPES SI 00
8 UP RADIOS 53.95 6 Ur.. LEATHER
GOODS. BINOCULARS $2200 & UP.
BLACKLITE COMPLETE 18’ $11 95,4
$2295 STROBE LIGHTS $1755, GA_
GLO BULB $385 INDIA PRINTS, FISH
NET TING 8108 a. UP T-SHIRTS S290
EACH BROOKS 80 E San Fernando, 1
Mk horn SJSU Phone 292-0409.

KONICA AUTO REFLEX f -2 W-F l 4 lens
and Case Jost bought 3270 295-1769
SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER
404 PER POUND
ANY AMOUNT Ph 293-2954

HELP WANTED
FIGURE MODELING position Light but
serious work for persons of good
character Must be phystcaily perfect. $5
to 575ihr Periodic Box 1365. Mt View
EARN 525 PER MONTH FOR DOING
NOTHING?
II yOU have an older car wane vinyl top let
.is paint half 0111 with TOPPER Drive
around and earn $25 per month Call Mr
Wright 591-2681
OTIS ELEVATOR CO. is recruiting 4 / 9/
73 for sales engrg trainee, majors red,
HO. ME, MBA WI BS ’ME. EE Recruiter
JUllan Smith Mgr 286-3685

IF YOU LIKE BOOKS, you’ll love
RECYCLE, a different used bookstore
Recent paperbacks at :price Best Sci-Fi
Selection in Bay Area ReCordS too We
nave the books you want a. need IL best
prices in town Yes. we buy & trade books
& records RECYCLE 235 So, 151 St 21313*
6275

COCKTAIL GIRL & WAITRESS needed
Pt Red Baron Restaurant In Reidblillview Airpon Interview in person

GUITARS & AMPLIFIERS&
ACOUSTIC & ELECTRIC-nu 8 used
All at discount prices
Guitar showcase 2910 S Bascom 37750e4

re
weekdays 286-7831

FRIDAY FLICKS KOTCH" STARRING
WALTER MATTHAU MAR 30.71110PM,
MORRIS DAILEY AUD 504 AGM.
CLERK
store near 1,1111

TYPING. The Heck with Hunt ’n
Peck -Call a Pro Jay 8 -Inv Cleri-Cen
257-’127 Reasonable Rates

JEWELRY mule or sale Ring mandrel
MD-101, wire was kerosene lune
alcohol, casting ring and crucible Mused once 292-4370 Debi
’67 164T. S-AILBOAT. daysailer. 4 HP
U U lights jackets trailer S1,150 Ph
L68-9172
SHED ART GALLERY & CRAFT
SHOP for sale ?Mks from S1511 inyen
’Ore filthireS artwork A liyinn nimrtars
all inCt Sacrifice 5500 For more infncell
292-1587 or 298-7925
ARTISTS & CRAFTSMEN needed to sell
venation Mini Renaissance Ewe Sunday.
April 1st. Info Call Ruch Leonardi 2773202
’69 VW SEDAN $925 UNDERWOOD
typewriter IS steed 545 Sinew teens
machine $28 Also other items Cell 9235817
BASENJI
PUPS-Africa’s
Porkies’
hounds AKC Small clean odorless
comosniona
Natural Hunters
Reasonable Call 377-1958
PROFESSORS: Attention
Really oreat starter income oropenvonlY
4. blocks from the campus Drove by 323
N Fifth St This a 5-unit builchnO-hall
not had a vacancy in Ions lona time R4 Zoned Call Mrs bousceren person to
person collect at our Burlingame office
1415-345-11611 for Muncie’ details.
VERY FAIRLY PRICED at $47 500 Grubb
& Ellis Co Realtors
LADIES BICYCLE Excellent condition
Gall 358 3434

wrirk in liniinr
AT 10 AM ONLY 0n

HOUSING
SAN FERNANDO HOUSE-Great atmosphere linen LS maid service. color
T V . Kitchen priv,. tile showers. parking
Center of actovity. 237 E. San Fernando
MD to Slignno 295-9504 or 293-6345
UNIVERSITY CLUB-Co-ed Beautiful
rouse, fireplace, grand piano. color TV .
recreation room. kit priv maid 5 linens.
parking courtyard Include, Continental
brukfast From S79/rno 202 So 11th
293-7374
STUDIO’S $80 Men Only 620 S 3rd St
NEW STUDIO APTS. $115 & 1120 15
min horn SJS 5226 Snow Or SJ 226Kitt
--160 AND UP, nice, comfortable, quiet
rooms downtown, kit priv . 293.3910 158
N 5111 SI
FROM 1116/me. Now rooms SCION the
campus Kit priv 001 el Men al 99 S
91h. women 278 S 1016 Si Many extras
that must be seen Open daily for inspection Call 295-8514. 295.6525 or 257.
9585
LA DONNA APTS.
1 bedroom apts bon 5130. unfurn 5120
wrw new carpets Guist atmosphere near
Me campus 385 S. 41681 Call Ben 25563530, John 3543-sroti.

LARGE 3 BORN_ 2 oath turn apts
$.215 mo See at 3995 1215 St Call 2981607 Summer rate $169
ROOM FOR RENT 560/mo. Private or
Double Girl Prof Bdrms. upstairs.
Private sun yard 8 BBO, snare kitchen
baths Call Don 295-7438.

TYPING -IBM
Selectric -Thesis.
reports, general typing. letters. Ott
Reasonable rates 263-6895

PHOTOGRAPHY
Weddings $25
Passports $A
Commercial. Adv., PR. Portrait, B & W
Color 275-0596,

ATTRACTIVE. LARGE, CORNER room
in quiet home Ideal for study Parking,
kitchen env near campus Serious.
mature !nen 575,rno 288-9154

WRITING AND RESEARCH assistance
typing. editing Wad & under) Also
Everything for everybody 379-8018

LARGE 2 SORM APT, lust painted Brand
new ,ouch W & G pd Summer rates
available Rent 9155. mu Prkng pets OK
293-1796

DRUG-ID
Anonymous Analysis
(415) 965-1158
- -TYPING
60 North 3rd St . Apt 0823
287-4355

ONE LARGE BORM, APT. New shag
rugs Water &garbage pd Available now
Call 263-7796151 S 2nd St 44

TYPIST -FAST, Accurate Can editM i into etc Near SJCC Mrs Astanlan
290-41314

MALE. FEMALE, OR COUPLE NEEDED
in Ice 2 bdrm turn aot Inc, -env bdrm
Numb, rrn den AEK, wise mute
Across from campus Rent-Best offer W
& 0 pail Call Den or Helen 294-2984
after 6 M-F

PASSPORTS-ID. PHOTOS
4 for $350 One day service B am-3 pm
Sat 8 arn to noon T INK ERBEL L STUDIO
1040 The Alameda SJ Cell 286-5882

SUNNY STUDIO, nicely turreted ’Arm.,
convenient to SJSU. $110. Also 1 bdrm.
$135 or 2 bdrrn $155 Pool 998-2418 or
321-6573

TYPING-term payers, etc experienced
and fast Phone 269-8874

FREE RENT. One months Fyne Rent In
students with 13 months rental anrement
Minutes from commis adult end family
section. Wall Pets rtscreation facilities
2 brIr 2 bath from S175 unfurnished
from 6195 furnished 3 lulu ergs also
twailahle Willow Glen West call 28111414

PRIVATE TUTORING ALL suthects,
group rates Tatioht by Qualified teachers
in your home Call 293-1616
YOU CAN work now Newt Onentnn Anr
2 Lir Anoets Noreen, School Oren f110
am-8 30 em mornInn I etre-mum sessions also available 730 S 2nd Sr ran
Fiett y Lowe 793 6630

SERVICES
CHILD CARE-PLAYGROUP.M-F 2-3 yr
olds. Certificated teacher Multi-cultural
Coma S3 day or 504 hr 266-5063.

NATURAL Wedding Photography looks
like people feel Warm Real Like people
in love Petersen 8 Bishop Photography
Wedding
354-2513
Los Gatos
photography for people who care

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations
Marianne Temberg - 1924 Harris
Telephone 371-0395 San Jose

BE A FRIEND to handicapped man Live
free in attractive room Girls over 18
please call 298-2308 aft 5
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DONATE ON A REGULAR BLOOD
plasma program and receive up to
SAO/monthly. Bring student ID or this ad
and receive a bonus with your first
donation. HYLAND DONOR CENTER 35
S Almaden Ave. San Jose. CA 2244535
MONDAY THFIU FRIDAY 7 to 3 pm.
NAPPY BIRTHDAY
LOVE. MICHAEL
JO JO
The papa and I send Our reined’
MISSY
FRIDAY FLICKS "KOTCH" STARRING
WALTER MATTHAU MAR 30 76 10PM.
MORRIS DAILEY AUD, 500 ADM

TRANSPORTATION
CHARTER FLIGHTS. Complete domesIOC, international programs. Contact
Jonn, Student Services West. Inc .235 E
Santa Clara. .710 287-8301
EUROPE - ISRAEL- AFRICA
Student flights Student camptng tours
throughout Eurpoe. Russia and Memo.
Official SOFA agent for inter-European
student charter flights. including Middle
East. and Far East CONTACT ISCA
11687 San Vicente Blvd 04 L.A Calif
90049 TEL 12131 826-5689 9266955

FLYING SOON? Well "It Pays To Be
Young With TWA- Your TWA Campus
Representative Bill Crawford 1225-72621
can help you make your GETAWAY Fly
at 1/3011 with TWA Youth coupon & take
up to 24 months to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD. Call 225.7262 for Informatton after 5.00 298-9600
Or reservations or your local level agent
10TH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE FROM $239 ROUND-TRIP
JAPAN: FROM 5359 ROUND-TRIP
CALL FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 19161 4517905
1468 52nd St. Sacramento, Ca. 95819
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
12 available flight schedules between
June Lk Sept to Germany Amsterdam
England, Mc Fares start at $1511 For
Mont info call Richard 274-4613
EASTER CHARTER FLIGHTS TO NEW
YORK
Leavina San Francisco on 4/14. returnong
San Francisco on 4/22. 1 way 599 round
trip $198 incl. tax. Also Minneapolis $57
each way For Flloht Into contact
Richard 274-4613,
EASTER CHARTER FLIGHTS TO
MEXICO
9 (Jaw 6 niahts Inc! round trio eir-fare
Hotel all transfers PIUS extras
Puerto Vallarta-1229
Acapulco-6299
For info contact Richard 274-4813 Infer
Senn
_

LOST .1 FOUND

RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA S w-eeks 9187
inclusive London departures
international group camping travel Ages
18-30 Also Europe. Africa. Indic 3-11
wks Write Whole Earth Travel, Ltd . Box
1497. K C Mo 64141

BLACK WALLET Contents are of value
only to me Reward Call 287-8538

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
Charter Feeds Internetinnat cell remFrencia Mnrales 296-11ge
mm

LOST: 5-month-Od female Samoyed
Puppy Pure white Answers to Soniee I
love her Marianne 293-2667

LOST: Woman’s brown coat Left in a
classroom Reward 867-3009

FIND WHAT YOU NEED

PERSONALS

TYPING in my North stde home.
reasonable Satisfaction guaranteed
263-2739

Tar

POETRY WANTED for anthology Include stamped envelope Contemporary
Literature Press. 311 Calliornia Street
Suite 412, San Francisco 94104.

FOR PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
CALL REGISTERED ELECTROLOGIST
AT 235 E. Santa Clara St. 294-4499.

NICE ROOM IN LARGE HOUSE for
guashmtelligent person $70 96 S 17th
St 295-7441.

1 21sdrm apts for ren1156011$100 2
mum I, 0.15. for rent $175 8 5250 287
THREE SIOROOM HOUSE. Air,,,, huT
nom innipos 1111nrsh .0 1111101e I mutts
lriiiiilc,d lull 114.4161

0, no contract.
RENT A TV OR
Free del Free service Call Eschas 2512598

VIM
Large studio. sap study room
Heated pools, burn w/carpets
5 min from campus
secluded
297-1200

491111

FINEST TURQUOISE. & other
gemstone at COZY CORNER AN11121.115 3rd & San Saiedor open
hors SFr, only 105 PM

TYPING, EDITING. FAST. ACCURATE.
IBM SELECTRIC. FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER. CALL 244-6444 AFTER 630
MARY BRYNER
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